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Abstract
Non-autoregressive translation (NAT) achieves
faster inference speed but at the cost of worse accuracy compared with autoregressive translation
(AT). Since AT and NAT can share model structure and AT is an easier task than NAT due to the
explicit dependency on previous target-side tokens,
a natural idea is to gradually shift the model training from the easier AT task to the harder NAT task.
To smooth the shift from AT training to NAT training, in this paper, we introduce semi-autoregressive
translation (SAT) as intermediate tasks. SAT contains a hyperparameter k, and each k value defines
a SAT task with different degrees of parallelism.
Specially, SAT covers AT and NAT as its special
cases: it reduces to AT when k = 1 and to NAT
when k = N (N is the length of target sentence).
We design curriculum schedules to gradually shift
k from 1 to N , with different pacing functions and
number of tasks trained at the same time. We called
our method as task-level curriculum learning for
NAT (TCL-NAT). Experiments on IWSLT14 DeEn, IWSLT16 En-De, WMT14 En-De and De-En
datasets show that TCL-NAT achieves significant
accuracy improvements over previous NAT baselines and reduces the performance gap between
NAT and AT models to 1-2 BLEU points, demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed method.

1

Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has witnessed rapid
progress in recent years [Bahdanau et al., 2015; Gehring
et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017]. Typically, NMT models adopt the encoder-decoder framework [Bahdanau et al.,
2015], and the decoder generates a target sentence in an autoregressive manner [Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al.,
2017], where the generation of the current token depends
on previous tokens and the source context from the encoder.
While the accuracy of NMT models achieve human parity,
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they usually suffer from high inference latency due to autoregressive generation. Therefore, non-autoregressive translation (NAT) [Gu et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019a; Wang et al.,
2019; Ma et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019] has been proposed to
generate target tokens in parallel, which can greatly speed up
the inference process.
However, the accuracy of NAT models still lag behind
that of the autoregressive translation (AT) models, due to the
previous target tokens are removed from conditional dependency. A variety of works have tried to improve the accuracy of NAT, including enhanced decoder input with embedding mapping [Guo et al., 2019a], generative flow [Ma et al.,
2019], and iterative refinement [Ghazvininejad et al., 2019;
Lee et al., 2018], etc. However, none of these works leverage
the task relationship between AT and NAT when designing
their methods. As AT models are more accurate and easier
to train than NAT models due to the explicit dependency on
previous tokens, a natural idea is to first train the model with
easier AT, and then continue to train it with harder NAT.
AT and NAT can be regarded as two tasks that are far different from each other, which makes it less beneficial to directly
shift to NAT training right after AT training. How to smoothly
shift the model training from AT to NAT is critical for the final accuracy. In this paper, we introduce semi-autoregressive
translation (SAT) [Wang et al., 2018], which only generates
a part of the tokens in parallel at each decoding step, as intermediate tasks to bridge the shift process from AT to NAT.
Specifically, we define a parameter k to represent the degree
of parallelism for each task, and view different tasks under
a unified perspective: k = 1 represents AT, k = N represents NAT where N is the length of target sentence, and
1 < k < N represents SAT. Intuitively, a task with smaller
k is easier to train and achieves higher accuracy, while that
with larger k is harder to train and results in worse accuracy [Wang et al., 2018], which forms a good curriculum to
train the model from easy to hard.
Inspired by this, we propose a task-level curriculum learning for non-autoregressive translation (TCL-NAT), which
trains the model with sequentially increased k. We divide
the training procedure into three phases: AT training (k = 1),
SAT training (1 < k < N ) and NAT training (k = N ). SAT
training consists of multiple stages, where we shift k gradually and exponentially as k = 2, 4, 8, ..., 16. To find the best
schedule strategy to shift k, we design different pacing func-
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tions to control the training steps for each k, including linear,
logarithmic and exponential functions. On the other hand, to
smooth the shift process and reduce the gap between different
stages, we further introduce a parameter called task window
w, which represents the number of tasks training at the same
time in each stage. For example, when w = 2, we train the
model with k = 1, 2 for the first stage and k = 2, 4 for the
second stage, and so on.
We implement TCL-NAT on Transformer model [Vaswani
et al., 2017]. In order to support different k in the same
model, we introduce a causal-k self-attention mechanism
in the Transformer decoder. We conduct experiments on
four translation datasets including IWSLT14 German-English
(De-En), IWSLT16 English-German (En-De), WMT14
English-German (En-De) and WMT14 German-English (DeEn) to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. The experiment results show that our method can achieve significant
improvement over NAT baselines and also outperform state of
the art NAT models, without sacrificing the inference speed.
Specifically, we outperform the state of art NAT model [Guo
et al., 2019b] by 1.88 BLEU on the IWSLT14 De-En task,
and reduce the accuracy gap between AT and NAT models to
nearly 1 BLEU point on IWSLT16 En-De and WMT14 EnDe tasks.

2

Related Work

In this section, we first introduce the related works on
neural machine translation, including autoregressive translation (AT), non-autoregressive translation (NAT) and semiautoregressive translation (SAT), and then describe three
learning paradigms: transfer learning, multitask learning and
curriculum learning, which are related to our method.

2.1

Neural Machine Translation (AT/NAT/SAT)

An autoregressive translation (AT) model takes source sentence s as input and then generates the tokens of target
sentence y one by one during the inference process [Bahdanau et al., 2015; Sutskever et al., 2014; Vaswani et al.,
2017], which causes much inference latency. To improve
the inference speed of AT models, a series of works develop
non-autoregressive translation (NAT) models based on Transformer [Gu et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2019a], which generate all the
target tokens in parallel. Several works introduce auxiliary
components or losses to improve the accuracy of NAT models: Wang et al. [2019] and Li et al. [2019] propose auxiliary
loss functions to solve the problem that NAT models tend to
translate missing and duplicating tokens; Guo et al. [2019a]
try to enhance the decoder input with target-side information
by leveraging auxiliary information; Ma et al. [2019] introduce generative flow to directly model the joint distribution of
all target tokens simultaneously. While NAT models achieve
faster inference speed, the translation accuracy is still worse
than AT model. Some works aim to balance the translation
accuracy and inference latency between AT and NAT by introducing semi-autoregressive translation (SAT) [Wang et al.,
2018], which generates multiple adjacent tokens in parallel
during the autoregressive generation.
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Different from the above works, we leverage AT, SAT and
NAT together and schedule the training in a curriculum way
to achieve better translation accuracy for NAT.

2.2

Transfer/Multitask/Curriculum Learning

Our proposed TCL-NAT actually leverages the knowledge
from easier and more accurate tasks k < N to help the task
k = N , but uses a curriculum schedule and trains multiple
tasks at a stage. In general, our work is related to three different learning paradigms: transfer learning, multitask learning
and curriculum learning.
Transfer learning has been a common approach for NLP
tasks. Pre-trained models such as BERT [Devlin et al., 2019]
and MASS [Song et al., 2019] are fine-tuned on many language understanding and generation tasks for better accuracy. Many NAT works [Gu et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018;
Guo et al., 2019a; Guo et al., 2019b] employ sequence level
data distillation to transfer the knowledge from AT teacher
model to NAT student model which has proved to be effective.
Multitask learning [Caruana, 1997] has found extensive usage in NLP tasks. Dong et al. [2015] use multitask learning
for multiple language translation. Anastasopoulos and Chiang [2018] explore multitask models for neural translation
of speech and find that jointly trained models improve performance on the tasks of low-resource speech transcription
and translation. Garg et al. [2019] leverage extracted discrete alignments in a multi-task framework to optimize towards translation and alignment objectives.
Inspired by the human learning process, curriculum learning [Bengio et al., 2009] is proposed as a machine learning
training strategy by feeding training instances to the model
from easy to hard. Most of the works on curriculum learning
focus on the determining the orders of data [Lee and Grauman, 2011; Sachan and Xing, 2016]. Later, some works explore the curriculum learning strategies in task level. Previous work [Sarafianos et al., 2017] in computer visual domain splits the tasks into groups according to the correlation
and transfers the acquired knowledge from strongly correlated task to weakly correlated one.
Guo et al. [2019b] propose a fine-tuning method to transfer a well-trained AT model to a NAT model by designing a
curriculum in the shift process between two kinds of models,
which is perhaps the most similar work to ours. However, the
training strategy during their curriculum learning process is
not a natural task, but just some hand-crafted training strategies, which could affect the final transfer accuracy and the
total training time. In contrast, each intermediate task during our curriculum learning process is a standard translation
task and is empirically verified to be helpful to the consequent
tasks.

3

Task-Level Curriculum Learning For NAT

In this section, we introduce our proposed task-level curriculum learning for NAT (TCL-NAT) in detail. First, we propose
a unified perspective to represent different tasks including AT,
SAT and NAT with a parameter k. Second, we empirically
demonstrate the task with smaller k can help the task with
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bigger k. Third, we introduce the task-level curriculum learning mechanism based on the unified perspective. Finally, we
describe the design of our model architecture for TCL-NAT.

3.1

A Unified Perspective for AT/SAT/NAT

We propose a new perspective to view AT, SAT and NAT as
to generate target tokens in an autoregressive manner during
the whole sentence translation, but generate k adjacent tokens
in parallel at a time. Specifically, given a source and target
sentence pair (x, y) ∈ (X , Y), we factorize the conditional
probability P (y|x) according to the chain rule:
P (y|x) =

bN/kc k
Y Y

P (ytk+j |y<tk+1 , x; θ),

• When testing the accuracy of task k = N , the model
trained with task k = k 0 < N brings more advantages
than that trained with task k < k 0 . Similarly, when testing the accuracy of task k = k 0 , the model trained with
task k = k 00 < k 0 also provides a better initialization
than that trained with task k < k 00 . Similar results can
be got for smaller k recursively. We can see from the
bold numbers in Table 1 that when testing the accuracy
of task k = N , the model trained with k = 16 achieves
the best, when testing that of task k = 16, the model
trained with k = 8 achieves the best and so on.

(1)

Train
Test

k=1

k=2

k=4

k=8

k=16

k=N

where N is the length of the target sequence, k denotes the
number of tokens that generated in parallel in a decoding step,
b·c denotes the floor operation, θ denotes the parameters of
the model. In the above equation, yt where t < 1 or t > N
represents invalid tokens, which is introduced to make our
formulation simple.
Under this perspective, we regard each k as an individual
task. As special cases, when k = 1, the equation becomes:

k0 =N
k0 =16
k0 =8
k0 =4
k0 =2
k0 =1

0.28
0.00
0.17
0.34
0.86
34.8

1.35
0.68
1.54
4.07
33.2
/

6.39
11.17
12.87
31.27
/
/

19.38
20.11
28.6
/
/
/

23.78
24.97
/
/
/
/

24.89
/
/
/
/
/

t=0 j=1

P (y|x) =

N
Y

P (yt+1 |y<t+1 , x; θ),

(2)

t=0

which is exactly the conditional probability for AT; when k =
N , the equation becomes:
P (y|x) =

N
Y

P (yj |x; θ),

(3)

j=1

which is the conditional probability for NAT; when 1 < k <
N , the equation represents the conditional probability for
SAT.

3.2

A Preliminary Study
1

Based on this perspective of k, we train multiple models with
task k = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, N respectively and test them on the
test set of IWSLT14 De-En dataset with different k. We have
some analyses and observations:
• The task with smaller k is easier to train and achieves
higher accuracy, while that with larger k is harder to
train and achieves slightly worse accuracy [Wang et al.,
2018], which forms a good curriculum way that shifts
the task from easier to harder. The italic numbers in Table 1 show that when training and testing the models
with the same k, larger k leads to worse accuracy.
• The model trained with task k < N can bring advantages to the model training of task k = N , which can be
supported in our experiments: we train multiple models with task k = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 respectively, and then
test the translation accuracy of these models with task
k = N (NAT). We found most of the models (trained
with k = 4, 8, 16) can achieve reasonable accuracy on
NAT, as shown in Table 1.
1
We use TCL-NAT model setting which is introduced in Section
3.4 for this preliminary study.
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Table 1: The BLEU scores on the test set of IWSLT14 De-En task.
The model is trained with k for 80k steps but test with another k0 .
The italic numbers show the accuracy of models that train and test
with the same k. Row 1 shows that models trained with task k =
4, 8, 16 can achieve reasonable accuracy on NAT. The bold numbers
show that models trained with task k = k00 < k0 can achieve better
scores than that trained with task k < k 00 when testing the accuracy
of task k = k0 .

3.3

Task-Level Curriculum Learning

Based on the unified perspective and the observations in the
last subsections, we propose task-level curriculum learning
for NAT (TCL-NAT). Our method consists of three phases:
• AT training. We first train a model with k = 1 (AT) as
the initial model.
• SAT training. We then continue to train the model with
increasing k sequentially. For simplicity, we shift k
gradually and exponentially as k = 2, 4, 8, 16 considering the length distribution of the dataset.
• NAT training. We continue to train the model with k =
N till convergence to obtain the final NAT model.
Next, we elaborate the curriculum learning mechanism
from two aspects: the pacing function for curriculum schedule and task window. Inspired by Guo et al. [2019b], the pacing function is used to depict the curriculum scheduling strategy introduced in previous curriculum learning work, which
controls the training step for each stage in SAT training phase.
The task window represents the number of tasks trained at
each stage, which is regarded as an extension to our method
that only trains the model with one task at each stage.
Pacing Functions. Specifically, at the i-th training step, we
choose k = f (i) ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}, where f (i) is the pacing function w.r.t the training step i. We define three different pacing functions: linear flinear (i), logarithmic flog (i) and
exponential fexp (i) to make a smooth transformation from
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AT to NAT. These pacing functions divide the SAT training phase into several stages and there are clear differences
among them: linear pacing function is the simplest pacing
function where each stage is trained with same steps; logarithmic pacing function results in more training steps with
tasks whose k is larger and exponential pacing function shows
Output Target Token
more preference on tasks with smaller k. Since different
pacing functions reflect different curriculum learning
strategies,
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
we conduct experiments to compare and analyze these proLinear & Softmax
posed pacing functions. The detailed definitions and
analysis
Decoder
Block
of these pacing functions are shown in Section 4.3.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Figure 2: Causal-k self-attention mask for an intuitive understanding. Yellow grids denote
elements 1 and white grids
k=2
k=4 denote elements
Key
0 in the decoder self-attentionKey
mask. The left subfigure shows
the
case with kk=2
= 2 and the right one shows the case with k = 4.
k=4
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Model Structure for TCL-NAT
Output Target Token
Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

Y7

Y8

Linear & Softmax
Decoder Block

Add & Norm

N×

Feed Forward
Encoder Block

N×

Add & Norm

Add & Norm

Feed Forward

Enc-Dec Attention

Add & Norm

Add & Norm

Self Attention

Causal-k Self-Attention
Positional
Encoding

Positional
Encoding

we only apply the task-level curriculum learning technique
in Transformer-based
model, it can
also be easily applied
Query
Query
to other non-autoregressive architectures such as CNN. The
whole model architecture of TCL-NAT is shown in Figure
1. The encoder of TCL-NAT is exactly the same as the basic structure of Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017], which
uses stacked self-attention and fully connected layers, shown
in the left panel of the Figure 1. For the decoder, we introduce a causal-k self-attention mechanism which can generate
k successive tokens in parallel. As shown in the right panel
of Figure 1, our decoder is similar with the decoder in SAT
[Wang et al., 2018], except that we feed the model with the
first k source tokens (x1 , ...xk ) rather than special tokens to
predict (y1 , ..., yk ) in parallel at the beginning of decoding, in
order to keep consistent with NAT model when k = N . Then
(y1 , ..., yk ) are fed to the model to predict (yk+1 ..., y2k ) in
parallel. As a result, the decoder input can be denoted as
(x1 , ..., xk , y1 , ...yN −k ). We also adopt a causal-k mask in
the decoder self-attention following Wang et al. [2018], as
shown in Figure 2.
Under this model structure, we can utilize the first k
source tokens (x1 , ..., xk ) to predict sub-sentence (y1 , ...yk )
k=4
in parallel, and k=2
then utilize them to predict sub-sentence
(yk+1 , ..., y2k ) in parallel and Key
so on. Then it comes the
conditional probability in Equation 1. As the k increases,
k=2
the model’s
dependency on target tokens
decreases. Spek=4
cially, when k = 1 the decoder is an autoregressive decoder,
and when k is large enough, the decoder becomes a nonautoregressive
outputs simultaQuery decoder which generates all
Query
neously depending on the source tokens only. In the inference stage, we set k to N and make the decoder run in the
NAT mode.

4

Word Embedding

Word Embedding

Experiments and Results

4.1
X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

Source Token

X7

X8

X1

X2

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Query

Y8

Curriculum Learning with Task Window. If we
just use
Feed Forward
Encoder
Block
the above mechanism for
training,
although the tasks between
& Norm
& Norm
stages are similar and close,Addthere
still exists a gapAddbetween
Attention
Feed Forward
the tasks in neighboring stages.
In order to reduceEnc-Dec
the gap
beN×
tween the stages, we try to Add
extend
the task-level curriculum
& Norm
Add & Norm
learning with task window. Specifically, we define a task winSelf Attention
Causal-k Self-Attention
dow w to represent the number of tasks training at the same
time at each stage. ThePositional
situation we discussedPositional
before is corEncoding
Encoding
responding to w = 1. When
= 2, we train the model
with
Word Embedding
Wordw
Embedding
two tasks k = 1, 2 at the same time in the first stage,
then
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
X
X
Y
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
with two tasks k = 2, 4 at the same time in the second stage,
Sourcetrain
Token with k =
k Source
Token
and so on until the last stage
16,Token
N . Target
When
w = 3, our model is trained with three tasks k = 1, 2, 4 in
the first stage, and so on. In this way, the training tasks in the
two neighboring training stages have overlaps when w > 1,
which is smoother for task shift than w = 1 intuitively.
1

Key

k=2

Add & Norm

N×

k=4

Key

Y6

k Source Token Target Token

Figure 1: The overview of the model structure for TCL-NAT. This
figure shows the case with k = 2.

To support different k in the same model, we leverage
Transformer model with a causal-k self-attention mechanism
in the decoder [Wang et al., 2018]. Note that although
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Experiments Settings

Datasets. We evaluate our method on three standard
translation datasets: IWSLT14 German-to-English (De-En)
dataset2 , IWSLT16 English-to-German (En-De) dataset3 and
WMT14 English-to-German (En-De) dataset4 . Following Li
et al. [2019], we reverse WMT14 English-to-German to
2

https://wit3.fbk.eu/mt.php?release=2014-01
https://wit3.fbk.eu/mt.php?release=2016-01
4
https://www.statmt.org/wmt14/translation-task.html
3

Key
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get WMT14 German-to-English (De-En) dataset. In details,
IWSLT14 dataset contains 153k/7k/7k parallel bilingual
sentences for training/dev/test set respectively; IWSLT16
dataset contains 195k/1k/1k parallel bilingual sentences for
training/dev/test set and WMT14 dataset contains 4.5M parallel sentence pairs for training sets, where newstest2014 and
newstest2013 are used as test and validation set respectively,
following previous works [Gu et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019b].
We split each token into subwords using Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) [Sennrich et al., 2016] and set 10k, 10k and 40k
as the vocabulary size for IWSLT14, IWSLT16 and WMT14
respectively. The vocabulary is shared by source and target
languages in those datasets.
Model Configuration. We adopt the basic NAT model configuration [Gu et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019b] based on Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017], which is composed by multihead attention modules and feed forward networks. We follow Guo et al. [2019b] for configuration hyperparameters:
For WMT14 datasets, we use the hyperparameters of a base
Transformer (dmodel = dhidden = 512, nlayer = 6, nhead = 8).
For IWSLT14 and IWSLT16 datasets, we utilize a small
Transformer (dmodel = dhidden = 256, nlayer = 6, nhead = 4).
Training. Following previous works [Gu et al., 2018; Guo
et al., 2019a; Wang et al., 2019], we employ sequence-level
knowledge distillation [Kim and Rush, 2016] during training to reduce the difficulty of training and boost the accuracy through constructing a more deterministic and less noisy
training set: first we train an AT teacher model which has
the same architecture as the TCL-NAT model, and then we
use the translation results of each source sentence generated
by the teacher model as the new ground truth to construct a
new training set for further training. We design three different pacing functions mentioned in Section 3.3 and detail their
definitions in Table 3. We set task window w to 2 by default,
which is determined by the model performance on the validation sets. We train all models using Adam following the
optimizer settings and learning rate schedule in Transformer
[Vaswani et al., 2017]. We run the training procedure on 8
NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs for WMT and 2 NVIDIA 2080Ti
GPUs for IWSLT datasets respectively. The training steps of
each phase are listed in Table 2. We implement our model on
Tensor2Tensor [Vaswani et al., 2018].
Phases
AT
SAT
NAT

IWSLT14
De-En

IWSLT16
En-De

WMT14
De-En

WMT14
En-De

0.08M
0.24M
0.32M

0.08M
0.24M
0.32M

0.16M
0.32M
0.64M

0.16M
0.32M
0.64M

Name

Description

Linear

flinear (i) = min(2b4i/SSAT c+1 , 16)

Logarithmic

flog (i) = min(2blog1.5 (4i/SSAT +1)c+1 , 16)

Exponential

fexp (i) = min(2b1.5

Inference and Evaluation. For inference, we adopt the
common method of noisy parallel decoding (NPD) [Gu et
al., 2018], which generates a number of decoding candidates in parallel and selects the best translation by AT teacher
model re-scoring. In our work, we generate multiple translation candidates by predicting different target lengths N ∈
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c

, 16)

Table 3: The proposed different curriculum pacing functions and
their definitions. SSAT denotes the total steps in SAT training phase.
We choose constants empirically to meet the actual training situation.

[M − B, M + B] (M is the length of the source sentence), which results in 2B + 1 candidates. We test with
B = 0 and B = 4 (denoted as NPD 9) to keep consistent
with our baselines [Wang et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2019a;
Guo et al., 2019b]. We evaluate the translation quality by
tokenized case sensitive BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002] with
multi-bleu.pl5 . Inference and evaluation are run on 1 Nvidia
P100 GPU for WMT14 En-De datasets in order to keep in
line with previous works for testing latency.

4.2

Results

We compare TCL-NAT with non-autoregressive baselines including NAT-FT [Gu et al., 2018], NAT-IR [Lee et al., 2018],
ENAT [Guo et al., 2019a], NAT-Reg [Wang et al., 2019],
FlowSeq [Ma et al., 2019] and FCL-NAT [Guo et al., 2019b].
For NAT-IR, we report their best results when refinement
steps is 10. For ENAT, NAT-Reg and FCL-NAT, we report
their best results with B = 0 and B = 4 correspondingly. For
FlowSeq, we report their results without NPD. It is worth noting that we mainly compare our method with existing methods that have similar speed-up, so Mask-Predict [Ghazvininejad et al., 2019], LevT [Gu et al., 2019] and FlowSeq-large
are not included into discussion.
We list the main results of our work in Table 4. We can
see that TCL-NAT achieves significant improvements over all
NAT baselines on different datasets. Specifically, we outperform ENAT and NAT-Reg with a notable margin. In addition,
compared with NAT-Reg, we do not introduce any auxiliary
loss functions in training stage and compared with ENAT, we
just copy the source sentence as the decoder input, which does
not add the extra workload in inference stage. Compared with
FlowSeq, our method (without NPD) achieves better scores
on most datasets with a much larger speedup. We also outperform FCL-NAT on most datasets with a less training steps. As
for the inference efficiency, we achieve a 16.0 times speedup
(NPD 9), which is comparable with state of the art methods
(FCL-NAT and ENAT).

4.3
Table 2: The training steps of TCL-NAT for different datasets for
each phase.

4i/SSAT

Analyses

Comparison with Direct Transfer. We take Direct Transfer (DT) as another baseline, where we omit the SAT stage
in Section 3.3, and train the model in a non-autoregressive
manner for the same steps as TCL-NAT to ensure a fair comparison. We test DT model on the test set of IWSLT14 De-En
task and obtain the BLEU score of 27.00, while our method
5
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob
/master/scripts/generic/multi-bleu.perl
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IWSLT14
De-En

IWSLT16
En-De

WMT14
De-En

WMT14
En-De

Latency

Speedup

33.90

30.32

31.38

27.30

607 ms

1.00 ×

NAT-FT [Gu et al., 2018]
NAT-FT (NPD 10)
NAT-IR [Lee et al., 2018]
ENAT [Guo et al., 2019a]
ENAT (NPD 9)
NAT-Reg [Wang et al., 2019]
NAT-Reg (NPD 9)
FlowSeq-base [Ma et al., 2019]
FCL-NAT [Guo et al., 2019b]
FCL-NAT (NPD 9)

/
/
/
25.09
28.60
23.89
28.04
27.55
26.62
29.91

26.52
27.44
27.11
/
/
23.14
27.02
/
/
/

21.47
22.41
25.48
23.23
26.67
24.77
28.90
26.16
25.32
29.50

17.69
18.66
21.61
20.65
24.28
20.65
24.61
21.45
21.70
25.75

39 ms
79 ms
404 ms
24 ms
49 ms
22 ms
40 ms
/
21 ms
38 ms

15.6 ×
7.68 ×
1.50 ×
25.3 ×
12.4 ×
27.6 ×
15.1 ×
5.94 ×
28.9 ×
16.0 ×

TCL-NAT
TCL-NAT (NPD 9)

28.16
31.79

26.01
29.30

25.62
29.60

21.94
25.37

22 ms
38 ms

27.6 ×
16.0 ×

Models
Autoregressive Models (AT Teachers)
Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017]
Non-Autoregressive Models

Table 4: The BLEU scores of our proposed TCL-NAT and the baseline methods on the IWSLT14 De-En, IWSLT16 En-De, WMT14 De-En
and WMT14 En-De tasks. NPD 9 indicates results of noisy parallel decoding with 9 candidates, i.e., B = 4, otherwise B = 0.

achieves 28.16 BLEU score. We can see that compared with
DT, TCL-NAT gains a large improvement on translation accuracy, demonstrating the importance of the progressive transfer
between two tasks with curriculum learning.
Analysis on Pacing Functions. We compare the accuracy
of models trained with different pacing functions. We evaluate TCL-NAT with different pacing functions shown in Table
3. From the table, we can see that the model trained with
exponential function slightly outperforms those with other
functions and the logarithmic function performs the worst.
As we mentioned in Section 3.3, exponential function shows
more preference on easier stages while logarithmic function
focuses more on harder stages, and therefore we can conclude
that showing more preference on easier tasks is beneficial to
the NAT model training, and thus obtain a better score.
Pacing Functions

Linear

Logarithmic

Exponential

TCL-NAT
TCL-NAT (NPD 9)

27.89
31.51

27.76
31.45

27.96
31.71

Table 5: The comparison of BLEU scores on the test set of IWSLT14
De-En task among different pacing functions.

Analysis on Task Window. We compare the accuracy of
models trained with different task windows, as mentioned in
Section 3.3. The results are listed in Table 6. From the table, we can see that the model trained with w = 2 achieves
the best score in IWSLT14 De-En task, which proves that an
appropriate task window w can help reduce the gap between
neighboring stages, and thus help model training.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a novel task-level curriculum learning method to improve the accuracy of non-autoregressive
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Task Window

w=1

w=2

w=3

w=4

TCL-NAT
TCL-NAT (NPD 9)

27.89
31.51

28.16
31.79

28.00
31.44

27.96
31.40

Table 6: The comparison of BLEU scores on the test set of IWSLT14
De-En task among different task windows.

neural machine translation. We first view autoregressive,
semi-autoregressive and non-autoregressive translation as individual tasks with different k, and propose a task-level curriculum mechanism to shift the training process from k = 1
to N , where N is the length of the target sentence. Experiments on several benchmark translation datasets demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method for NAT.
In the future, we will extend the task-level curriculum
learning method to other sequence generation tasks such as
non-autoregressive speech synthesis, automatic speech recognition and image captioning, where there exists smooth transformation between autoregressive and non-autoregressive
generation using semi-autoregressive generation as bridges.
We expect task-level curriculum learning could become a
general training paradigm for a broader range of tasks.
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